la Jose
Artistic Dossier

la Jose
(Spain, 1983): songwriter, singer, teacher.
As the daughter of a flamenco-lover and a gypsy in love with authentic flamenco
singing, she has a mestiza essence which brings the past, present and future with
a versatile voice and a real staging. Her music reflects human passions and social
causes. She is both a commited and real communicator woman.
She has done many trainings as a soloist and as a collaborator: Ofir, Rapsoda and
La Jose, David de María, Tomasito, Víctor Iniesta (Manolo García), Miguel Campello (elbicho), Zagala, José Luis Montón (Maite Martín, Ara Malikian), Eduardo
Paniagua, Wafir S. Gibril (Radio Tarifa), Alpargata, Sonia Megias, Julio Castejón
(Asfalto), Diego Montoto, Manuel Sanz (Cosmosoul), Luis Pastor… Moreover, she
has stepped on stages in Great Britain, Portugal, France, Italy, Bosnia, Macedonia,
Germany, Estonia, Colombia and Cuba in festivals and party halls. She is qualified as
a voice technician and flamenco with several mentors. She plays with different vocal
colours in her concerts, combining esthetical resources from different cultures and
styles with fluency (from flamenco to jazz, from Sephardic and Andalusian to salsa
and soul). This, together with her ability of improvisation and her freshness when
dancing, makes of her live show a unique experience. The urban style is raising in
her creations, since she has also done rap. Both the contemporary and the root come
together organically.
Furthermore, la Jose has been facilitating dissemination and learning processes
through the voice in workshops at festivals and different institutions for several
years. She is convinced of the importance of making her culture known, as well as
the transforming and therapeutic power of music and voice.

Videos
MUÉVETE

“A woman who will contribute a lot to the muic world”
Pilar Sampietro. Mediterráneo. Rne

CAMINO NUEVO (live)

GITANITA DE LA NUEVA ERA

““She has a powerful and racial voice, at the same time sulky and
captivating” Fernando Martinez. Trafico de Tarareos. Radio Circulo

LA NIÑA DEL PERO

Videos
LA CARITA LAVÁ

MON AMIE LA ROSE

LA ALEGRÍA QUE SE ASOMA

“Fine, terribly beautiful and with a captivating voice, full of hints. She seemed
(…) Lole Montoya (…), for looking at her later on differenty , with
a free and more genuine generation”.
Jorge Sánchez. Jondoweb

la Jose live
A woman characterised by her strenght and the versatility of her voice
and in the dance, which won’t disappoint anybody on stage. She plays
with ease changing of register and could surprise us using vocal resources which travel around Spain (flamenco, folk), India, USA (soulfunk) and Latin America. Also dancing flamenco, belly dancing, Cuban
guagancó, African dance or samba. The songs of her work are as flexible
and rich as her, with the common thread of her charm, the danceable
and the popular. Furthermore, a powerful flamenco guitar and a solid
band of musicians with whom the urban style has also place. They are
recurring concepts in her lyrics: women, the root, human rights, love,
freedom, authenticity.
She has a human live with a flexible format, from guitar duet and
voice, to a big band, in addition to the percussion/drums set, bass and
flute. Dancing rythms, catchy chorus, meticulous arrangements and
moments for sensitivity in a powerful and colourful live.

Artistic Work
2015 “Espiral”, SOLO ALBUM. Selfproduced in 2014 and published by
the label “Arc Music”in 2015.
2018 “Zagala”, EP of Traditional Iberian Music;. Selected for Showcase
in Womex 2019, Finland.
2018 “De la Bella Durmiente a la Moza Despierta” SHOW by
la Jose. Sold out in Madrid. Live Poetry, Dancing and Painting
performnce about Women Universe and Empowerment.
2019 “Leilunar”, MUSIC SHOW. Flamenco and Arabic music.
Sold out in “Festival Flamenco Madrid”.
2019 “Muévete”, SINGLE with a meticulous MUSIC VIDEO
with an excelent welcome . By and for women.
2020 “La Niña del Pero”, SINGLE with a funny
MUSIC VIDEO feat. la Mare. (Flamenco funk
and humour)
2021 “Camino Nuevo” , SINGLE, LIVE
music recording and VIDEO.
2021 “Gitanita de la Nueva Era”, SINGLE
with an ARTISTIC DOCUMENTARY
MUSIC VIDEO about gypsy women.

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

YOUTUBE

TWITTER

Links
RADIO
Interview at ARTESFERA, RNE
Interview at FLAMENCO FIX. London
Interview at Ellas Puede, RNE
TV
Concert at Radio 3
Leilunar. Coverage and live
PRESS
Mondo Sonoro. Muévete
El Diario.es
Pikara Magazine. Gitanita de la Nueva Era
Pikara Magazine. La niña del pero
Jondoweb. Espiral
Jondoweb

SPOTIFY

Diferent Formats Available:
DUET: VOICE AND GUITAR
TRIO: VOICE, GUITAR AND PERCUSSION
QUARTET : VOICE, GUITAR, PERCUSSION AND FLUTE
QUINTET : VOICE, GUITAR, PERCUSSION, FLUTE AND BASS
You can consult the most appropriate format

